
 

WESS SLT Meeting Minutes 

 

Date 1/13/2016 

Time: 3:30pm 

In Attendance: 

Jessica Jenkins-Principal; Mary Kane; Stephanie Fields; Debra Belena; Eric Shuffler ; Jennifer Carter-

Campbell; Alison Cotter 

AGENDA 

1- Approve minutes from previous meeting 

Unfortunately, the minutes were not available, the previous recorder was unable to 

attend the meeting. 

The previous minutes were tabled and it was agreed by group consensus that they will 

be emailed reviewed, edit as needed and approved on line.  

The minutes will then be posted on the WESS website. 

2- Finalize the by Laws 

There was a brief review of the by-laws and amendment suggestions: 

1- It was suggested that because we are a new school and all positions will 

expire at the same time in 2 years, that there be added language to the 

bylaws that will in effect stagger the election of members. 

The specific language will be worked on and will be reconsidered as an 

amendment at a future SLT meeting and considered for a vote.  

2- It was suggested that there possibly be a Freshman rep position to the SLT 

The specific language will be worked on and will be reconsidered as a 

possible addition to the core leadership of the SLT.  

  

 

 

Bylaws were accepted by group consensus pending the editing of  

 Article 2 Section 1.2:  

The section with regards to the remaining members of the team, instead of removing 

positions that are not filled, it was decided by group consensus it was best to leave the 

positions pending future growth, and designate the position the number “0”, if currently 

not filled.  

 Section 2: Organizational structure 



  Recorder:  will be a rotating position amongst the members 

Financial Liaison: will be a member of the administration, who has access to print the 

budget, and access to galaxy to enter needed information. 

            Section 3:  

  The length of term for Core members will be 2 years.  

Discussion followed that for continuity there possibly be a 1 year term position for the 

next election. 

Language to be worked on and developed prior to next election and bylaws to be 

amended by core member vote. 

     Topic previously discussed: 

 Article 3 section 1 Schedule of Meeting 

1.1 The Minimum Number of meeting: 10 

The December meeting will be rescheduled, possible option considered it the 

meeting is schedule prior to the General Pa Meeting in the future. 

       Section 4 Quorum  

   The quorum shall be 6. 

3- Staff members 

3 Parent members 

3: Review of CEP 

 CEP accepted by group consensus as is  

The rational after discussion, the CEP is the current plan WESS is operating on, and has 

already been accepted by the Dept. of Education, as of the summer 2015.  

Further discussion will follow with reflection over first year and current CEP, in the 

preparation of the CEP for the next year.  

 4: Review of Current School Budget 

Discussion. 

Question if there will be any surplus from this year’s budget? 

Response: Jessica, there will not be a surplus there will be a break even.  

Question: Eric, If PA commitments to school support will be needed for this current year 

or will it be an amount to be carried over to next year’s budget? 

Response: Jessica, will not know immediately, however if there is a savings to be made 

towards next year, that will be great.  



How the current CEP aligns with the budget, and the grants that lesson the strain on the 

budget.  

 

Line item review: 

 Furniture that the white board and furniture expenditures will be less next year 

Old Business:  

 Parent Association Report: 

  The status of tax exempt process, a tax id number has been issued? 

  Overall, the paper work is PENDING Final Approval. 

 

 New Business: 

- CEP is available for review on the DOE WESS portal 

 

- It is agreed by group consensus that the SLT agenda will include a  

 Principal Report 

Parent Association Report 

-Jessica advised that a bench mark tool in the current CEP (pg. 12), the Lexile reading program 

will be rolled out and explained during the PA meeting on 1/14/15.  

  Lexile- is a system of measuring reading levels, beyond elementary school A-Z.  

- Concerns raised with the adjustment to middle school, how these factor influence work 

performance and grades.  i.e., the change in environment, the need for more self-reliance, 

possible change in commute, physical grown and changes 

- Parent education events- how best to support student   

 

 

 

- Concerns were raised with regards to the students: a Universal standard for  

- Organization of the students’ binders and Chrome books 

 

 A need to review the organization of Binders 

  What/when can information be removed? 

 A need to review the organization of Chrome books (creating folders) 

 A need to review the organization of Backpacks 



 A need to review the homework submission process (a way to verify/track work 

submitted) 

A universal policy on “In Class Work”-  

Is it to be completed at home, should class work be reviewed, what is the role of 

in class work. 

A Universal way to verify homework submission, grading and return of work 

 

A universal review of students understanding of:  

 Note catcher(s) 

 Rubric 

-Understanding Note Taking - a review of note taking techniques 

Next Meeting Topics 

Teacher Hiring 

Foreign Language 

Typing Course for Students 

Test Prep state exams 

Regents Exams 

Tutoring- availability before and afterschool 

Afterschool Programs 

  -Chess 

  -Extended hours- programs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


